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Antenna in Package
(AiP)
Design Methodology
The SiP approach to RF system
integration has become essential to the
miniaturization of nomadic devices.
Despite a long term tendency to
integrate more and more functions
within a single semiconductor (SoC
approach) the never ending increase in
functionality for small personal devices
continues to drive the use of SiP to
make complete systems.
Insight SiP has designed RF SiPs over
the past few years, based on various
substrate technologies such as LTCC,
laminate or IPD. This has lead to SiP
solutions which also integrate the
antenna - called AiP (Antenna In
Package).
SiP performance is maintained when
the antenna is included in the package.
Applications:
‐ Wireless Connectivity

The integration of all the complex RF
components, together with the base-band
circuitry into a complete self contained module
greatly facilitates the work of the system
integrator. The system integrator no longer
needs to design complex RF circuits at the
application PCB level and the overall size of
the complete application is reduced.
However the system integrator still needs to
ensure that the RF is connected to a suitable
antenna that is placed within the application.
The connection between the RF SiP and the
antenna must ensure low insertion loss and
good impedance matching, whilst the antenna
placement needs to be controlled for optimum
radiation performance.
The integration of the antenna within the same
package as the RF SiP greatly reduces the
difficulty at the system level. This approach
coupled to aggressive miniaturization of the
antenna itself, using the same substrate
technologies as the SiP leads to a new class of
sub-systems termed Antenna in Package
(AiP).
Figures 1 to 3 illustrate three steps in the
integration process:
‐
SMT matching circuits and discrete
antenna on the application PCB
‐
Complete RF SiP containing the complete
RF to base-band system functionality with
a separate antenna and antenna matching
circuit.
‐
Fully integrated Antenna in Package in
which all the elements of at least one
complete RF system are included in the
format of a single semiconductor package.

Figure 1: Application PCB with separate RF
and BB SoCs discrete SMT matching
components and antenna
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the use of progressively more accurate models
of each part of the RF SiP as the design
progresses from feasibility to production ready
3D layout.
Antenna Design

Figure 2: Application PCB with complete RF
SiP and discrete antenna and matching
network

Figure 3: Application PCB with fully integrated
Antenna in Package
Design Methodology
The design methodology (summarized in
Figure 4) developed at Insight SiP for RF SiP
modules uses a combination of circuit and
electromagnetic simulation tools to create a
design progressively from basic schematic
representation to a complete 3D
electromagnetic representation of the layout.
System Design
Partition Functions
Die, SMT, Substrate
Detailed Design of
Buried Functions
Layout Complete SiP
Integrate all Functions
Measure Buried
Functions
Adjust BoM
Test Complete SiP
N

Electrical Schematic
Optimise
Choose Layer
Structure
Generate Parametric
Mechanical Objects
EM simulate
Parametric Objects

Optimise
Layout

The key design constraints when designing an
integrated antenna for an AiP module are:
‐
Miniaturization of the antenna to fit into a
small footprint. Typically the antenna
footprint target is a reduction of a factor of
2 to3 compared to a discrete antenna.
‐
Adaptability of the antenna topology to be
realized using the chosen SiP technology
(organic or ceramic substrate or mix with
IPD)
‐
Return loss over the operating bandwidth.
This can be relative to 50 ohm or some
other impedance chosen relative to the RF
transceiver impedance
‐
Radiation efficiency to ensure minimum
loss within the antenna structure
‐
Radiation pattern to match system and
regulatory requirements
‐
Sufficient margin in terms of operating
band to allow for the effects of ground
plane size on antenna frequency tuning.
Typically this needs to be at least 5% more
than the operating band for 2.4 GHz ISM
band antennas.

The Antenna in Package approach described
here offers a simple solution path for system
integrators that eliminates the need for costly
and time-consuming detail RF design at the
application level.

Optimise Circuit with
Parametric Objects
Auto–generate
3D layout
Full EM simulation
of 3D layout
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The design philosophy adopted for the antenna
uses the same basic flow and tool-set in order
to maintain optimum speed and precision
throughout the AiP design process.
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Figure 4: The methodology summary
The key to the success of this design flow is
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